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ABSTRACT
Objective: Influenza is a systemic infectious disease. It is recommended that all
pregnant women receive the influenza vaccine because the mortality of the disease
is high during pregnancy. However, the rates of influenza vaccination in pregnant
women are low. This study aims to estimate the rate at which Turkish gynecologists
and obstetricians (GOs) recommend the influenza vaccine to their pregnant patients..
Materials and Methods: This study was designed as a cross-sectional survey. The sample
size was calculated to be 364 based on 95% confidence interval and 5% margin of error.
The data were collected through a questionnaire consisting of 17 questions, which was
distributed through social media. The final study group included in the research consisted
of 384 GOs.
Results:The mean age of the GOs that participated in the study was 39.7 years (SD = 10.2).
43.5% of the GOs reported that they recommended the influenza vaccine to pregnant women
who had consulted with them, while 62.8% reported that at least 50% of the pregnant
women they had recommended the vaccine rejected it. According to multivariate logistic
regression analysis, three factors increased the rate of GOs’ not to recommend influenza
vaccination: the GOs’ age, not receiving influenza vaccination themselves, and not knowing
the social insurance reimbursement for the vaccine.
Conclusion: Vaccination of pregnant women is necessary because of the increased mortality
risk of influenza during pregnancy. Even though GOs are not in charge of vaccinating their
patients during their routine pregnancy follow-up, they can contribute to vaccination
rates by recommending the vaccine. Physicians’ application of scientific knowledge and
transferring it to their patients can contribute to increased adult immunization rates.
Keywords: Influenza, Influenza Vaccine, Pregnancy, Vaccination, Viral Infections

INTRODUCTION

I

nfluenza is a systemic infectious disease. Many groups, including patients with concomitant chronic heart and lung diseases, immunosuppressed individuals, people
over 50 years old, and all health staff are considered at-risk groups for influenza (1).
Pregnant women are particularly considered to be at a higher risk. Influenza infection
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during pregnancy is associated with increased morbidity and mortality and fetal growth retardation.
Administering influenza vaccines during pregnancy
protects the pregnant woman, the fetus, and the
newborn (until the sixth month). The influenza vaccine in its inactive form can be administered safely
throughout the pregnancy period, and it protects
against three to four influenza viruses depending
on the content of the vaccine. The World Health Organization, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the health authorities of several countries recommend vaccination for all women who
plan to get pregnant or who are pregnant during
the influenza seasons. However, influenza vaccination rates are low all over the world among both in
pregnant women and all other risk groups (1–3).
In Turkey, adult immunization services are recommended within the framework of the Extended Immunization Program (4). The influenza vaccination
rates among health staff, people with chronic lung
disease, and the diabetic population in Turkey are
low, while pregnant women’s influenza vaccination
rate is unknown. The influenza vaccination rates
can, however, be estimated through the number
of vaccines done in a season at the primary health-care centers. Pregnant women see gynecologists
and obstetricians (GOs) at regular intervals, which
provides an opportunity to recommend and administer vaccines during pregnancy. Recognizing how
this opportunity is used in practice and identifying
the reasons why physicians do not recommend the
vaccine could help to design strategies to increase
immunization rates (5–6). To the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated this topic in Turkey.
In this study, we inquired into the rates of Turkish
GOs’ recommendation of influenza vaccines to
pregnant women and the factors that discourage
the GOs from recommending the vaccine.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was a cross-sectional survey. The study
group consisted of GOs, including both residents
and specialists who were working in Turkey at the
time the study was conducted. Based on the records of the Ministry of Health, the total number of
active GO residents and consultants in Turkey as of
December 2018 was 7,021. When the rate of influ-
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among the GOs (i.e., the dependent variable) was
set at 50%, a confidence interval of 95%, and a margin of error of 5%, a minimum sample size of 364
was calculated using the Epi Info program. Thus, a
total of 384 GOs were included in the study group.
The stratified sampling method was used to choose
a representative sample of the GOs by geographical
area. To distribute the sample group by population
and geographic region, survey responses that disrupted the stratification were excluded from the
dataset by taking into account the date and time
of the survey.
As it was not possible to reach all the GOs in Turkey, the sample population was not selected from
the list. Instead, the data collection phase was carried out through a closed social media group with a
membership of 4,300 GOs. The data were collected
between March 2019 and May 2019 via an online
questionnaire, which comprised 17 questions. The
questionnaire was created using Google Forms. The
questions were arranged according to the question
content and the answer type; both multiple-choice
questions and open-ended questions were asked
(see Table 1). GOs who had teaching duties and
scientific afiliations were considered as academicians.
Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics

HIGHLIGHTS
• About 44% of the GOs recommend influenza
vaccines to pregnant women who consult with
them.
• According to the data we collected, approximately 80% of the GOs did not receive the influenza vaccine in 2019.
• Three factors increased the rate of GOs’ not to
recommend influenza vaccination: the GOs’ age,
not receiving influenza vaccination themselves,
and not knowing the social insurance reimbursement for the vaccine.
• About 63% of the GOs who recommended the influenza vaccine reported that at least 50% of the
pregnant women refused the vaccine.
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Table 1. Questions directed at obstetricians and gynecologists.
1.

What is your age?

2.

What is your gender?

3.

Which region is your institution located in?

4.

What is your title?

5.

How long have you been an obstetrician and a gynecologist?

6.

Which type of institution do you work for?

7.

Do you plan to or are you planning to have an influenza vaccine this year?

8.

Do you know the mortality rate of influenza during pregnancy?

9.

What is the mortality rate of influenza during pregnancy?

10.

Do you recommend the influenza vaccine to pregnant women who apply to you?

11.

How do you recommend the influenza vaccine to pregnant women?

12.

In which trimester do you recommend the influenza vaccine to pregnant women who apply to you?

13.

What percentage of pregnant women to whom you recommended the influenza vaccine rejected it?

14.

What are the most common reasons pregnant women give for refusing the influenza vaccine?

15.

What do you do if you encounter a pregnant woman who refuses to receive the influenza vaccine?

16.

What are the reasons for not recommending the influenza vaccine to pregnant women?

17.

Is the influenza vaccine for pregnant women covered by reimbursement in this country?

21.0. The descriptive findings and percentage distributions were given with the mean, standard deviation (SD), and minimum and maximum values.
Chi-square test and backward stepwise multivariate logistic regression analysis were used to analyze
the relationship between not recommending the
influenza vaccine and the independent variables.
Statistical significance was set as p<0.05.

mum = 73 years). Fifty-seven per cent of the GOs
were females. Regarding the distribution by region,
36.5% of the GOs were from the Marmara region,
while 18.2% were from Central Anatolia (Table 2).
The mean duration of work among the residents
was 2.37 years (SD = 1.46; minimum = 0.01 years;
maximum = 5 years), but it was 12.12 years (SD =
10.11; minimum = 0.08 years; maximum = 51 years)
among the consultants.

RESULTS
The mean age of the of the study group was 39.7
years (SD = 10.2; minimum = 24 years; maxi-

About 80.7% of the GOs in the study group reported
that they had not received or did not intend to receive the influenza vaccine in 2019. Only about 41.7%
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Table 2. Status of the respondents regarding the recommendation of influenza vaccine according to gender, geographical region,
title, and institution

Recommendation of influenza vaccine
Total
Variable

Recommend

Do not recommend

p-value

N

%

N

%

N

%

Female

90

41.1

129

58.9

219

57.0

Male

77

46.7

88

53.3

165

43.0

Marmara Region

69

49.3

71

50.7

140

36.5

Central Anatolia Region

39

55.7

31

44.3

70

18.2

Aegean Region

21

39.6

32

60.4

53

13.8

Mediterranean Region

19

40.4

28

59.6

47

12.2

South East Anatolia Region

8

26.7

22

73.3

30

7.8

Black Sea Region

7

28.0

18

72.0

25

6.5

East Anatolia Region

4

21.1

15

78.9

19

4.9

Resident

34

44.7

42

55.3

76

19.8

Consultant

111

39.8

168

60.2

279

72.7

Academician

22

75.9

7

24.1

29

7.6

Government hospital

39

35.8

70

64.2

109

28.4

University

30

49.2

31

50.8

61

15.9

Research hospital

45

52.9

40

47.1

85

22.1

Private hospital

53

41.1

76

58.9

129

33.6

Total

167

43.5

217

56.5

384

100

Gender

0.299

Geographic region

0.011

Title

0.001

Institution

0.077
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Figure 1. The situations when the gynecologists and obstetricians recommend the influenza vaccine
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Figure 2. The reasons for not recommending influenza vaccination for pregnant women
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Table 3. Status of the respondents regarding the recommendation of influenza vaccine to pregnant women according to the
influenza vaccine status of the respondent, influenza mortality rate and influenza vaccine reimbursement
Recommendation of influenza vaccine
Variable

Recommend
N

%

Total

Do not recommend
N

p-value

%

N

%

Received or has been thinking about receiving the influenza vaccine
Yes

58

78.4

16

21.6

74

19.3

No

109

35.2

201

64.8

310

80.7

< 0.001

Knowledge of the mortality rate of influenza during pregnancy
Do not know

81

36.2

143

63.8

224

58.3

Under 10%

44

46.3

51

53.7

95

24.7

Over 10%

42

64.6

23

35.4

65

16.9

< 0.001

Knowledge of whether influenza vaccine is covered by reimbursement for pregnant women
Yes

93

76.2

29

23.8

122

31.8

No

30

30.0

70

70.0

100

26.0

Do not know

44

27.2

118

72.8

162

42.2

Total

167

43.5

217

56.5

384

100

of them stated that they knew the mortality rate
of influenza during pregnancy (Table 2). The mean
mortality rate of influenza during pregnancy according to the GOs was 14.6% (SD = 15.1; minimum =
0.1%; maximum = 90%).
About 43.5% of the GOs reported that they recommended the influenza vaccine to pregnant women
who consulted with them, and 67.7% of them stated that they recommended the vaccine only when
the pregnancy coincides with the influenza season
(October–May) (Figure 1). Regarding the schedule for vaccination, 17.2% of the GOs reported they
recommended the influenza vaccine in both the
second and third trimesters of pregnancy, while
14.8% stated they recommended it at any time during pregnancy. About 11.4% of the GOs who recommended the influenza vaccine had not encountered
a pregnant woman who rejected the vaccine, while
62.8% reported that at least 50% of the pregnant

< 0.001

women refused the vaccine when they recommended it. When asked the most common reasons for
the rejection of influenza vaccination, 74.3% of the
GOs reported that the pregnant women thought
that the vaccine would harm them and their babies,
while 20.4% of the GOs reported that the pregnant
women who rejected the influenza vaccine were
vaccine-hesitant people. Furthermore, 15.6% of the
GOs reported that their pregnant patients did not
receive the vaccine because of their spouses, while
12.6% stated that their patients refused the vaccine
because their previous doctors did not recommend
it. About 68.9% of the GOs who recommended the
influenza vaccine stated that they tried to convince
their patients by explaining the medical necessity
of the vaccine. About 29.3% of the GOs stated that
they prefer not to recommend the vaccine.
Approximately 56.5% of the GOs stated that they do
not recommend the influenza vaccine to pregnant
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women who consult with them. 43.8% of the GOs
stated that since the vaccines are usually administered and followed up at the family health centers
they do not think about vaccines (Figure 2). Among
the GOs, only about 31.8% were aware that social
insurance reimbursement covers the influenza vaccine for pregnant women in Turkey.
The distribution of the respondents (i.e., the GOs)
regarding the recommendation of the influenza
vaccine according to independent variables, is given in Tables 2 and 3. According to the multivariate logistic regression analysis, the probability that
a GO would not recommend the influenza vaccine increased 1.043 (1.008–1.080) times with each
unit increase in the GO’s age. The probability that
a GO would not recommend the influenza vaccine
was higher in GOs working in the Mediterranean
(OR = 2.549; 1.048–6.203), Southeast (OR = 4.562;
1.486–11.008), and Eastern Anatolia (OR = 5.942;
1.484–13.781) regions than in GOs working in Marmara region. The GOs who did not receive influenza shot themselves (OR = 7.897; 3.895–16.013), the
GOs who did not know that influenza vaccine was
covered for reimbursement in Turkey (OR = 12.330;
6.281–24.204), and the GOs who thought the vaccine was covered for reimbursement (OR = 7.526;
3.767–15.035) had lower rates of recommending
the vaccine than other GOs. Whereas, the rate of
recommending the vaccine was higher among GOs
who stated that they knew the rate of influenza
mortality in pregnancy (OR = 0.415; 0.189–0.911).
DISCUSSION
Awareness of the importance of adult immunization has increased in recent years and has shaped
health policies and approaches. However, the role
of preventive medicine physicians in recommending the vaccines has been hampered by intensive working conditions and the shifting demands
of therapeutic practice, which has led to a lack of
adult immunization services.
Although previous research has suggested that influenza vaccines are recommended to high-risk populations at a higher rate, the vaccination rates are
still quite low (5–7). In all the studies evaluated, the
rate of influenza vaccination in all at-risk groups
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was below 50% (8–10). The prevalence of influenza vaccine recommendation rates among the GOs
was found to be 43.5% in this study, which makes
the well-being of the fetus a serious concern because of the increased risk of mortality. Factors that
made the GOs less likely to recommend the vaccine include their assessment of the risk of influenza during pregnancy and the comorbid diseases
of the pregnant woman. The percentage of the GOs
who recommended the vaccine in all cases as recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention was only 27.5%.
More than half of the GOs stated that at least 50%
of the pregnant women they recommended the
vaccine to refused it mainly because they had the
fear that the vaccine could be harmful to their pregnancy. Vaccine hesitation and rejection are critical
issues that threaten serious social consequences
all over the world, including in Turkey. This study
revealed that, even though some of the GOs recommended the vaccination, a considerable proportion
of the pregnant women were reluctant to receive it.
About 50% of the GOs reported that pregnant women were afraid to receive the vaccination due to
negative comments from the media that suggest
that the vaccine might cause harm. This indicates
that pregnant women are exposed to serious misinformation on the important subject of vaccination.
In a survey conducted among 1,061 health professionals (physicians, nurses, and midwives) caring for
pregnant women in Canada, both the vaccination
rate (85%) and the rate by which physicians recommend the vaccine to pregnant women (69%) were
found to be high. In the same study, the health
professionals reported that 30% of the pregnant
women they recommended vaccines to refused it.
Although this percentage is lower than in our study,
the reason why pregnant women refused the vaccination is similar: the fear that the vaccine can
harm the fetus (11).
In our study, factors such as increased physician
age, not knowing that the vaccine is covered by reimbursement, and not knowing the mortality rate
of the disease were found to be associated with
lower vaccine recommendation rates. These findings reveal that vaccination recommendation rates
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are lower when the level of knowledge and awareness about the disease is low. In almost all studies
examining the problems of adult immunization, intensive working conditions of physicians and lack
of easy access to vaccines have been identified as
important obstacles to higher vaccination rates
(12,13). In this study, we confirmed that some physicians did not recommend vaccination due to the
intense nature of their work and because they did
not know that the vaccine was covered for reimbursement, which contributed to the low vaccination
rates.

The subject of immunization should be an important part of both medical education and speciality
training. It is a dynamic subject that requires innovation, especially for the vaccination of special patient groups. The introduction of new vaccines and
vaccination schemes requires that all physicians
closely monitor this field and renew their knowledge at the postgraduate level (14). Influenza vaccination is very important during pregnancy, as it
contributes to a healthy pregnancy process, healthy
infant follow-up, and overall public health. Only by
educating physicians will it be possible to achieve
high adult influenza immunization rates.
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